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Army Wide Rules

Invocation
Some units’ profiles  contain an additional  Characteristic:  “Invocation”,  which determines the number of  Wounds
Raised with the Invocation of the Undead and The Dead Arise spells.

Ship's Captain
One Character in the Sea Cursed army must be nominated to be the  Ship's Captain . At the start of the game, the
General is always the Ship's Captain.

Army Special Rules 

Fish Food
At the end of any phase in which the Ship's Captain is removed as a casualty, every unit in the army with one or more
models with Fish Food must pass a Leadership test or suffer a number of wounds equal to the amount by which the
test was failed, with no saves of any kind allowed. These wounds are distributed following the rules for Unstable,
except that they can never be distributed to models that do not have Fish Food. The number of wounds inflicted is
reduced by 1 if the unit received Hold Your Ground.

At the end of the Player Turn in which the Ship's Captain was removed as a casualty, a new Ship's Captain may be
selected. In order to do so, nominate an eligible Character who is a Wizard using the Path of the Necromancy. This
Character is your new Ship's Captain.

At the start of each friendly Player Turn in which the army's Ship's Captain has been removed as a casualty (and no
new Ship's Captain has been selected), every unit with the Fish Food rule must once again pass a Leadership test or
suffer wounds as described above.

Awaken (X)
Models with this special rule are allowed to Raise Wounds above a unit’s starting size for all the unit types stated
within the brackets. However, units can not be increased beyond twice their starting size using any effect that Raises
Wounds. A unit’s starting size is the size of the unit as written in the Army List (or the size of the unit at the time of its
creation).

Bloodlust (X)
Undead units consisting entirely of models with this special rule may perform a March Move as normal even when
outside the range of the General's Inspiring Presence. The unit must still pass a Leadership test in order to do so if
within 8” of enemy units. 

At the end of each Close Combat Phase, model with this special rule can make Bloolust Rolls. Roll a D6 for each
Character with this rule that caused at least one unsaved wound during this Close Combat Phase, and roll one D6 if
one or more Bloolust RankandFile models caused at least one unsaved wound during this Close Combat Phase. A
Bloolust roll is successful if the D6 scores X+ (where X is the number stated within brackets). A roll of ‘1’ on a
Bloolust Roll is always a failure and a ‘6’ is always a success. Models with the Large Target special rule have a 2
modifier to their Bloolust Rolls.

A Character that makes a successful Bloolust Roll recovers 1 Wound. A successful Bloolust Roll for RankandFile
models Raises 1 Wound to the unit.



Entity of Dark Water
Flaming Attacks have -1 to wound against models with this rule. 

Orders
General with this special rule may give a single Order to a friendly Unit within 6”, whilst Characters may only give a
single Order to a friendly Unit they have joined. 

Orders are given at the start of each friendly Player Turn. The effects of Orders apply immediately to the target unit
and last until the end of the next Player Turn. A unit can receive one order only during the same turn. Only Infantry
models are affected. 

The available Orders are listed below :

No Quarter!!
The target unit gain Thunderous Charge and must always pursue and overrun
whenever possible.

Wake up dogs! Fire At Will!
The target unit gains Multiple Shots (2) and may Stand and Shoot for Charge
Reaction even if unit as Undead special rule.

All Aboard!!! The target unit adds D3+1 when rolling for Charge Range.

Mutiny?

The  target  unit  gain  Stubborn  and  cannot  benefit  from  neither  “Inspiring
Presence” nor “Hold Your Ground”. This order cannot be give by General and
if he is on unit who give or receive this order, he suffers 1 wound with no saves
of any kind allowed.



Armoury
Harpoon
Shooting Weapon. Range 12”, Same as user, Quick to Fire. 

Musket & Blunderbuss

Shooting Weapon. Range 12”, Strength 3, Armour Piercing (1), Quick to Fire.
Wall of Lead : When firing this weapon in the Shooting Phase, the player may choose to use it in the following way
instead of firing normally: Range 8”, Strength 3, Armour Piercing (1), Reload! Do not calculate the number of shots or
roll to hit as normal. Instead, any model that is straight in front of one or more models with this weapon, within the
weapon’s range and within Line of Sight of the unit is  a potential  target  (see figure below). Roll  a D6 for each
potential target model. On a roll of 6+ the model is hit. Add a +1 to hit for each Full Rank in the shooting unit after the
first. If  any friendly unit or a unit Engaged in Combat is a potential target, then the ability cannot be used. This
Shooting Attack may be used even if the unit has Marched.

Swivel Gun
Shooting Weapon. Range 36”, Strength 5, Armour Piercing (1), Unwieldy. 

Flintlock Pistol 

Count as Pistol.

Brace of Flintlock Pistols 
Count as Brace of Pistols.

Buckler 
Count as Shield.

Boarding pikes
Count as halberd.



Magical Items

Magical Weapons

Blackbeard's Sword (45 pts) 
- Character whit Bloolust special rule only
Type : Hand Weapon. The model gains Bloolust (4+).
Attacks made with this weapon have Armour Piercing
(1).

Hook of Blood (35 / 25 pts) 
Type : None, Requires Two Hands. Attacks made with
this  weapon  have  +2  Strength,  Multiple  Wounds  (2,
Infantry).

Long John Silver Guns (15 pts) 
Type :  Shooting  Weapon.  Range  12”,  Strength  4,
Armour Piercing (1), Quick to Fire, Multiple Shots (4).
Counts as Paired Weapons in Close Combat.

Magical Armour

Buckler of William Kidd (20 pts)
Type: Buckler. The wearer has Distracting.

Talismans
Zhang Pao Tsai Ring (50 pts) 
- Infantry only
All  models  allocating  Close  Combat  Attacks  whit
mundane or Magical  Weapons against the wearer are
resolved whit Strength 5 maximum. 

Enchanted Items

Cursed Skull  (45/25 pts)
Wearer gain Ethereal and Not A Leader special rules.
The  model  cannot  make  attacks,  including  special
attacks.

Arcane Items
Staff of Storm Caller (55 pts)
The bearer’s unit gains Hard Target and the bearer can
cast Black Lightning from the Path of Ruin as a Bound
Spell (Power Level 4). 

Davy Jones's Chest (25 pts)
The bearer's unit adds +D3 to the Combat Score of any
combat they are involved in.

Magical Standards

Lookout of Willy One-Eyed (65 pts)
In Shooting Phase, if model are in unit, he always treat 
of the same Troop Type.

Silver Standard of Capitaine Valo (25 pts)
The  bearer’s  unit  gains  Innate  Defence  (5+)  against
Ranged Attacks.


